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Summary: The paper focuses on an integration of diverse research paths (mainly 
neuroscience, systems research and management studies) related to personal 
knowledge and capabilities. Challenges on the way to new knowledge – which 
potentially contradicts existing knowledge – are identified. Personal knowledge 
management is defined and core topics are described. Corresponding methods and 
tools are assigned to these core areas of personal knowledge development. 
Practical consequences for management development and education are drawn.  

Methodology: Results from expert interviews have been used to select relevant 
fields of research and literatures. These research paths have been analyzed and 
integrated to identify a comprehensive definition of Personal Knowledge 
Management (PKM) and to identify core topics and adequate methods.  

1 Targeting the Blind Spot  

Biological system theory proposes the notion of operational closeness of cognitive and 
social systems. This basically means that the cognitive processes of an organism are self 
determined. It implies that only the processes within the organism itself define which 
stimuli or signals are perceived and how they get processed (Maturana / Varela 1987). 
The inner structures are influenced but not determined by the outside. Consequently the 
distinction inside – outside appears to be crucial for the development of mental 
structures. The organism builds internal mental structures and mental models [Se06], 
[Ki93] based on processing of perceptions during the history of the being. As the stimuli 
and there processing definitely are subjective and fragmentary the structures built on 
them are alike. Aspects of the environment or of the organism itself which are not 
covered by the inside structure may be called blind spots. A crucial characteristic of 
these blind spots may be seen in the fact, that we usually do not see them. “We do not 
see that we have a blind spot. In other words, we do not see that we do not see” [Fo93]. 
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Based on neurological and brain research it may be noticed that both rational and 
emotional processes are important for successful, goal-oriented behavior [Ci02], [Da07], 
[Hü08]. Moreover mind and body are mutually integrated and may only be separated on 
a theoretical, hypothetical basis. Not the brain thinks, but the entity of body and mind 
does [Fu09], [Dy96]. Not only the past stimuli and mental processes, but also 
anticipation of the future influences the current mind processes. Mental and social 
processes respectively neuronal and social networking are strongly influenced by each 
other [BL67], [Sc00], [Sc01], [Pi10].  

It may be summarized that the following aspects substantially influence the personal 
knowledge and internal mental processes: 

• the past: the origin of today’s internal mental structures, which may be reflected  

• the future: anticipation of potential futures effect the present status  

• social interaction: social networks consciously and unconsciously influence internal 
structures   

• the unknown, the blind spot, the not-yet-known: to become open for potential future 
knowledge it requires temporary independence from the currently dominating mental 
models and differentiations.  

 

2 PKM – a definition:  

PKM aims at uncovering blind spots and at  steering mental processes. It aspires to foster 
the development and utilization of personal knowledge and competencies. Adequate 
methods support the knowledge on the own personal knowledge (meta-knowledge), the 
thinking process, learning, problem solving and mental organization (meta-cognition). 
Equally PKM covers emotional and motivational aspects of knowledge creation and 
application (self-reflection) [Pi10], [Hü07].   

3 Objectives and Methods for PKM  

As a summary the following topics and methods may be specified for PKM (compare 
[Pi10], [WW07], [RE08], [Dr99]): 

Orientation, goals:   

• Topic: Definition of goals for knowledge development and core competencies  

• Methods: e.g. life line, synergy map  
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Self-reflection:  

• Topic: conscious reflection of mental structures and processes  

• Methods: e. g. reflexive communication, feedback  

Inner clearness and order:  

• Topic: growing awareness, structuring and reflection of rationality, emotion and 
motivation    

• Methods: e.g. feedback analysis, mind-body-harmonization, mindfulness based stress 
eduction, left-hand column  

External clearness:   

• Topic: correspondence of actions, decisions and internal structures (values, 
competencies, etc.)  

• Methods: e.g. reflexive communication, left-hand column, feedback  

External order:   

• Topic: selection and structuring of information assimilation and distribution  

• Methods: e.g. strategies for searching, Eisenhower-matrix and TRAFing, information 
mapping, categorization and classification  

Reflection and design of information assimilation and distribution   

• Topic: Am I actually able and willing to assimilate information? What is my attitude 
towards this information, towards the sending person? etc.   

• Methods: e.g. mind mapping, concept mapping, SQ3R  

Personal contacts and relationships:   

• Topic: Overview and identification of potential for development   

• Methods: e.g. contact net, relationship management  

Learning:   

• Topic: planning of fields of knowledge which ought to be deepened  

• Methods: e.g. learning strategies, FAQs, checklist, micro-article, story template, 
learning diary, feedback analysis   
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